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Northport-East Northport UFSD
Section I

Work Progress Week of 10/7 – 10/13

- Establish benchmark measurements to start install of trusses
- Receive truss delivery and mobilization of crane on 10/9 (Holiday - School Closed)
- Begin removal of trusses on North end of B wing and begin setting and bracing trusses (weather pending)
- Install and secure trusses, complete necessary bracing, and install sheathing and waterproofing layer at the end of every workday
- Third party structural inspector onsite every day to verify new structure is built and installed per critical specifications and requirements established by the engineer and truss manufacturer
Work Projected Week of 10/14 – 10/20

- Continue removal of trusses on from North to South of B wing and continue setting and bracing new metal trusses (weather pending)
- Install and secure trusses, complete necessary bracing, and install sheathing and waterproofing layer at the end of every workday
- Third party structural inspector onsite every day to verify new structure is built and installed per critical specifications and requirements established by the engineer and truss manufacturer
Northport-East Northport UFSD
Section III – Progress Pictures

Mobilization of crane and first truss deliveries
Removal of old trusses and installation of new trusses from North to South
Removal of old trusses and install of new trusses and sheathing from North to South
Northport-East Northport UFSD
Section IV – Manpower Log Summary
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